Our Technology

4-Strand
With a snappy feel, our four-strand ropes are tolerant of all types of weather and
have improved durability. They are designed for smaller crowns for a slick, fast
loop. The fourth strand adds more weight and body.
3-Strand
Perfect for beginning ropers, our three-strand ropes aid in tip identification and are
more forgiving. Three-strands also have taller crowns for better tip identification
and to prevent running on the horn.
100% Nylon
Ropes made of only nylon are normally handle hot weather or hot conditions
better.
Nylon/Poly Blend
A mixture of nylon and poly that capitalizes on the benefits of each material.

100% Poly
Ropes made from 100% poly have very little or no stretch.
Diameter
Our scientifically engineered rope making process gives us the opportunity to offer
various rope diameters, measuring in smallest, small, medium and true. A rope’s
diameter determines the body, weight and lay.
Hot Weather
Although our pros use all of our ropes year-round, there are certain ropes that we
suggest for hot weather. They are 100% nylon.
Cool Weather
Although our pros use all of our ropes year-round, the ropes that we suggest for
cooler weather have poly in them to replicate the weight and body that nylon loses
in cooler weather.
All Weather
These ropes perform equally in hot or cold weather.

Cactus Grip
Cactus Grip means that when the rope tightens between the saddle horn and the
steer, the crowns of the rope separate slightly allowing the rope to hold the horn.
It’s minimal when you talk about stopping the clock, but huge when you talk about
“gripping” the horn.
Body
Body is what enables a loop to stay open when you swing and throw.
Revolutions
Each of our ropes are scientifically engineered and designed with a specific
number of revolutions to ensure consistent performance you can trust.

